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Total federal elderly benefits, single seniors, old (1985) and current (2000) systems
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Federal elderly benefits, single seniors, current system, 2000
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Figure 4
Change in federal elderly benefits, single seniors, current (2000) versus old (1985) systems
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Change in federal elderly benefits, as % of income, single seniors, current (2000) versus old (1985) systems

Figure 6
Elderly benefits for single senior, current system and proposed Seniors Benefit, 2001
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*The Seniors Benefit*

*Comparing Benefits for Senior Couples*
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Gains and losses from proposed Seniors Benefit, single seniors, 2001
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Gains and losses from proposed Seniors Benefit, as % of other income, single seniors, 2001
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Gains and losses from proposed Seniors Benefit, one-income couples, 2001
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Gains and losses from proposed Seniors Benefit, as % of other income, two-income couples, 2001
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Elderly benefits expenditures (OAS/GIS/SPA) as % of GDP, 1952-2100
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Marginal tax rates, single seniors living in Ontario, current system and proposed Seniors Benefit, 1997
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Gains and losses from proposed Seniors Benefit, as % of other income, one-income couples, 2001
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Gains and losses from proposed Seniors Benefit, two-income couples, 2001